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Fort McMurray Fire

WINGS ‘N’ WHEELS LOTTERY
For your ticket purchase phone: 1-844-701-7247

On May 1, 2016, a wildfire began southwest of
Fort McMurray, Alberta, Canada. On May 3, it swept
through the community, destroying more than 2,400
homes and buildings and forcing the largest wildfire
evacuation in Alberta's history.
The fire continues to spread across northeast Alberta, and has imp
Canada's oil sand operations and is nearing the
Saskatchewan border. The wildfire may become the
costliest disaster in Canadian history.

We need your help to make this work!
rd

On Friday, June 3 we are holding a 12 hour telethon to sell
tickets and we need your help. We are looking for volunteers to
help with the phone lines. If you can help, please contact;
Randy at; randyengland95@sasktel.net and register as a helper.

th,

On May 6 4 of Quebec’s water bombers overnighted at
YXE on their way to Fort Mac to help in the battle.
Meanwhile, Saskatchewan’s Convairs were already on
the scene helping and working hard.

Or call the office at: 306-651-7247
Check out all the prizes at www.skahs.com/Lottery.html

Call For Help
th

th

We also require members to help out on May 28 and June 4 for
th

Mitchinson’s 70 Anniversary and for Millenium’s Aviation Day.
Contact Randy or Tim for either of these events.

We want to thank everyone that have been fighting the
fire, both on the ground and in the air. Our thoughts go
out to the residents and we wish you all the best.
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From: William Cameron

Flying to Canada?
Entry Rules Are Changing
Canada is introducing a new entry requirement, known as an
Electronic Travel Authorization (eTA), for visa-exempt foreign
nationals traveling to Canada by air. Exceptions include U.S.
citizens and travelers with a valid visa. Starting August 1, 2015,
eligible travelers can apply online for an eTA. On March 15, 2016,
this new requirement will become mandatory and travelers will
need an eTA before they can board their flight to
Canada. To find out more, visit Canada.ca/eTA.

Above is a picture of Bill’s Air Cadet Training Certificate of
Graduation from 1942. Thanks for sharing Bill.

As you know, SAC members and directors are supporting the SAHS
with its lottery by not only buying tickets but by volunteering to
sell tickets for SAHS. We need to get those ticket books out to
you. Each book of tickets is worth $500.00. There are 10 tickets in
the books that are sold for $50.00 each and there are 15 tickets in
the books that are sold as 3 for $100.00.

Martensville, SK Fly-in Breakfast

Please e-mail us back as to how many of each type of book and
how you would like us to get them out to you We need to get
selling. Mail might be the best bet unless you are coming to
Saskatoon in the next week or so. Please provide an appropriate
address for mailing.

Saturday, May. 28th, 2016
10:00 am to 12:00 pm
Where: Martensville, SK (CRF5)
COPA Flight 10 in conjunction with RAA 4901 is hosting the 1st
of 4 (monthly) Sunday Fly-in Breakfasts co-ordinates 52.28N,
106.68W. The May 31st Breakfast/Brunch starts at 1000hrs.

Con’t Next Page

For more information, please contact;
Rick Smith at 306-491-4097 or Richard23@sasktel.net
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SAC con’td
The SAHS is well on its way to making true the dream of a
Saskatchewan museum that will celebrate the importance of
aviation to the social and economic success of our province. There
is a younger generation out there that needs to know how much
our present and future welfare depends on aviation. They need to
know the story of Saskatchewan aviation from the early barnstorming days to the present level of passenger and cargo service.

Feel the need for speed?
Put on your aviators, grab your wingman and join the
Edmonton Airshow for a 30th anniversary screening of one of
the most iconic fighter jet movies of all time—Top Gun!

They need to know of the struggle and the glory of what aviation
has done for our province and for our country.
It's a story that the museum and its out-reach programs for
schools and other institutions can tell eloquently and effectively.

Try your hand at paper airplane folding, challenge your Top
Gun trivia knowledge, and dress as your favourite movie
character for a chance to win an Edmonton Airshow prize pack
including passes to the show.

And this is where you can make it all happen. We need you sell
the lottery tickets that can make this dream into a reality. The
money we raise will build a museum. And we will make history
come alive!

All proceeds from this event go to the Edmonton Garrison
Military Family Resource Centre to support their work to
provide programs and services that enhance the strength and

Regards, Janet Keim, SAC President

resilience of military families.
Details
When: Thursday, June 16 at 7:00 p.m.; Doors open at 6:00
p.m.
Where: Metro Cinema at the Garneau, 8712 109 St NW,
Edmonton
Cost: $15. Limited tickets available online at metrocinema.org
or at the Garneau Theatre box office
Dress code: Voluntary; Your favorite Top Gun character
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NEW PILOTS CORNER

Recreational Flight Test
Austin Vos
Gil Bautista

Night Rating
Justin Jenkins

The Society held its annual elections on Tuesday, May 17th
The new officers for 2016-2017 Season are as follows
Past President: Real Dagenais
President: Jon Hopper
Vice-President: Corey Ferchoff
Treasurer: Roger Cochrane
Chair of Event Co-ordination: Bob Spracklin
th

th

Mark your 2017 Calendar for August 26 & 27 for the next
BIG Airshow in Prince Albert and Plan To Attend!

Rob Hegedus

Commercial Licence
Brady Tetzlaff
Chris Milbrandt
Ken Gulliker
Chris Mitchell

First Solo
Evan Patrick
Braxton Cutler

Private Pilots License
Carter Mirosovsky
Theo Ring
Kolton Lozej at our PA Satellite School

Commercial Licence
Connor Kilduff
King Sandoval
Derek Smith

Click on the picture to see all the prizes.
Phone : 1-844-701-7247 for your ticket today!
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Capturing the Snowbirds from the Air

By Colin Kunkel
When I got my first DSLR camera, back in 2012, I was eager to get
into aviation photography. Since then, the learning curve has
been steep, but it has also been rewarding. Getting access to
events such as air shows, spotting at civilian and military airfields,
th
as well as attending aviation events, such as the 45 Anniversary
of the Snowbirds, has been well worth it. But, one such photo
shoot has been in the back of my mind. What’s it like to
photograph aircraft, from another aircraft, while airborne? Up
until this point, all I had were thoughts of what I would like to do,
but no opportunity; that is, until this past April.
Every spring, the Canadian Armed Forces Snowbirds, travel to
Comox, BC, on Vancouver Island. In Comox, the Snowbirds put
the finishing touches on their show for the upcoming season.
Daily practices are held, both over land, and water, allowing the
team to experience different conditions than what is normally
found in Moose Jaw. The Comox deployment also attracts
aviation photographers, not only from Canada, but also from
around the world. They all travel to Comox, to photograph the
team against the picturesque backdrop offered by Vancouver
Island, both on the ground, and for a select few, in the air.

Finally, after years of just talking about travelling to Comox, I
finally took the plunge. I arrived in Comox near the end of
April, to catch the last few Snowbird practice sessions. The first
full day was excellent; blue skies, mountains and the glistening
waters of the Georgia Strait. The next two days were not as
favourable, but I was able to get some decent photos on
Thursday. Friday, however, would be something totally
different. I would not be photographing the team from the
beach, but from the ramp of a Canadian Armed Forces Buffalo.
With that all set, all there was left to do was travel to Comox,
and get on the Buffalo!
Friday arrived, but the weather turned out to be the other,
typical BC weather. Low clouds and the threat of rain,
threatened to keep the photo flight on the ground. But,
Mother Nature decided to throw us a bone and we were still
on. The morning of the flight, all of us arrived at Comox, bright
and early, so that we could all get outfitted with safety
harnesses. Having everyone in their own harness allowed all of
the photographers to switch positions at the open ramp with
ease, ensuring that we spent more time with cameras aimed
out back. After a quick safety briefing, we boarded the CC-115
Buffalo, and got settled in. We departed about a half hour
ahead of the Snowbirds, so that we could find a clear patch of
sky, and appropriate scenery below, for the shoot. After
establishing an orbit, the rear ramp was opened up and the
beautiful BC landscape, slowly scrolled by. In hindsight, despite
the noise and the occasional light turbulence, it was a great
time to just stare out the back and just reflect on where I was.
Eventually, nine, small, white dots, appeared on the horizon. It
was finally show time! Seated right next to the ramp, I had a
really good vantage point, despite not being able to lie down
on the ramp (larger frame=no harness). But, I was safely
strapped into my seat and watched the team close in. The
Snowbirds wanted to present a handful of formations for the
photographers, but instead of just hanging out behind the
Buffalo with the smoke on, the team made several passes
below and behind the Buffalo. This presented much more
dynamic photos of the team, showing both the topside and
bottom side of each formations. I missed the first two passes,
as I did not have a headset, so I was taking my cues from the
photographers on the ramp. When their cameras came up, I
knew the team was coming by.
The next few passes, I was able to catch photos of each
formation, along with a close up of Snowbird 1, as the team
slowly overtook the Buffalo from behind and below. After
about 10-12 minutes (seemed like 5), the team departed in
order to allow photographers in two of the team’s Tutor jets to
complete their photo shoot. All told, when we returned to
Comox, we were airborne for just over an hour.

Continued next page
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capturing the Snowbirds continued.
So, how did I get there? Well, for starters, I contacted the
Snowbirds Public Affairs Officer, a few months prior to my trip. I
had put in a request for the photo chase flight, explaining what I
was hoping to accomplish and who I would be photographing for;
in this case, my website. A couple of months later, a general email
was sent out, which asked for a confirmation of when I would be
in Comox, and if I wanted a seat on the Buffalo, or one of the
team’s Tutor jets. Well, option 2 was very tempting, but since I
am, well, larger framed, I of course, opted for option 1.
Once back on the ground, we had our own little debrief with
Captain Blake McNaughton, Snowbird 10. Capt. McNaughton was
with us on the Buffalo and during the debrief, asked for our
feedback as to what worked and what didn’t. That way, they
could apply those notes to next years flight and make
improvements where needed. After that, the photographers were
cleared off and we all went to a local pub, for lunch.
The whole experience was just great. Having the opportunity to
not only photograph the Snowbirds from the air, but to do it
alongside some of the most talented aviation photographers in
the world, it is a high point of my brief time in aviation
photography. Plus, the experience of photographing from an
aircraft is invaluable. Not knowing what to expect before the
flight, I now have a better understanding of how much work and
concentration is needed. Next step up will be air-to-air
photography from a smaller cockpit….one of these days.

Thank you all for reading our column once more.
Our soaring season has stated. Typically May is the best season
for strong thermals in the Province and we want to make sure
we are there to ride them up!
Our fleet started the year in perfect shape and in great
demand. All our planes have had good sorties, our 2 seater and
our 3 single seaters.
One of those 3 single seaters is our new acquisition: the
Schempp-Hirth Open Cirrus. Funny enough, this plane started
is life in Saskatchewan, back in 1970. However, don’t be fooled,
this 18 meter class (lifespan) glider is a timeless vehicle, with
the performance to match. It is not the newest ship around the
block, but she performs and looks great! I would describe ‘her’
as a BMW M3. Good old German machine that was
engineered right from the very beginning and can give an
experienced pilot his money’s worth.

I have to thank 431 Air Demonstration Squadron, the Snowbirds,
the team’s Public Affairs Officers, Major Indira Thackorie and
Lieutenant Patricia Brunelle, for arranging my spot on the photo
flight. Also, thanks to Snowbird 10, Captain Blake McNaughton,
for riding shotgun with us, and of course, 442 Transport and
Rescue Squadron, for flying our group and providing the Buffalo as
our camera platform.
If you would like to see my photo gallery from Comox,
please visit my website at www.kestrelaviationimages.ca.
This plane, BMX, then moved away and spent much of its life in
Alberta, where its previous owners would go for flights on the
hundreds of kilometers on a usual basis. I was told that BMX
spent so much time soaring that the guys would be at the pub
talking about their flying day and realized BMX was still up
there!!!
As you may know, the Saskatoon Soaring Club has been
experiencing a great period of growth and development. Last
year, the club purchased a legendary glider, the 1-26 , from
Dave Gillespie, which members took on and enjoy every
weekend. Nonetheless; over the winter; the purchase of
another glider with extended performance was discussed-and
as luck would have it- BMX popped up and it took little for our
club to pounce on it before anybody else could. (Next Page)
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A few weeks back, BMX was chilling in her hangar after being put
together and tested, the day was looking great, so I thought I
would put her out of her(and mine too) misery and decided to
take her up. It was a little bumpy, but with previous advice from a
Cirrus pilot, I was on the runway taking off.
When I released the BMX from the tow plane I felt like a kid with a
new toy, I was full so excited that was hard to focus on my
procedures. I tested the spoilers, landing gear, trim, and other
systems in order of importance for glider pilots. All went well, and
I was so happy. At that point I realized all the work the club put
into it, paperwork, setting up, adjustments, etc was all very worth
it, as she was finally flying back at home in thru the skies of
Saskatchewan and she was doing it with gusto.
Back in the cockpit, beginning to feel confident at the controls, I
went thru a visual and position inspection of my parachute and
bailing out components. Going thru the motions gave me some
chills for a moment, but I knew the rest would be dissert!
Immediately after I went in search for some thermals. It did not
take me long to find few bumps that took BMX to 8,500 ft in
matter of few minutes. Her performance was such that I felt I was
strapped to a rocket! She just kept on climbing!!!

At 8,500 ft I got lazy and decided to abandon my thermal and
headed into wind, flying slow thru lift and fast thru sink. It was a
short time after that I saw ZFP below the clouds in front of me.
Glider ZFP was being flown by my former instructor. He had
departed three quarters of an hour earlier, but BMX has such wind
penetration advantage over ZFP(a Blanik L-33) that we were flying
close to each other in matter of minutes. BMX was cruising at 85
mph into the wind like it was her Sunday stroll even without the
water ballast in the wings. From that point on, I keep my height
without turning over thermals, simply slowing down on rising air
and administrating my energy properly.

All of us pilots have heard the term ‘parasitic drag’. Gliders are
very aerodynamically efficient aircraft, and yet the parasitic
drag can be ‘felt’ if you are properly tuned to your aircraft. In
the case of BMX it felt as if she did not have Parasitic Drag…I
guess that would be the way I’d describe my first experience
flying her. It was wonderful.
If you feel gliding may be something you want to try, we
encourage everybody to come and visit us. Fly or drive in, the
Saskatoon Soaring Club is open for the season!
Info at 306 370 4253
by; Fernando Garza

We are attaching some event posters that may be of
interest to you as well. Hope you have a chance to get
out and enjoy one of the events.

Drop us a line if you have any questions, stories, photos or
artifacts you wish to donate or share with the society.
info@skahs.com
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MILLENNIUM AVIATION
HOSTS

AVIATION DAY
th

WHEN: JUNE 4 2016
DOORS OPEN 10 A.M-3 P.M
BBQ LUNCH 11 A.M-2 P.M

WHERE:

HANGAR #6
WAYNE HICKS LANE

WITH AIRCRAFT DISPLAYS BY:
WESTWIND AVIATION
SASKATCHEWAN GOV'T AIR AMBULANCE
SASKATCHEWAN AVIATION HISTORICAL SOCIETY
STEFAN TRISCHUK
STARS AIR AMBULANCE
AND MORE!!!

INCLUDING SPECIAL GUEST:
A Canadian Forces CF-18! Courtesy of Cold Lake AFB
Promoting the 2016 Cold Lake Air Show

ENTRANCE FEE
$5 PER ADULT
KIDS GET IN FREE
FOOD AND DRINKS ARE INCLUDED IN THE ENTRANCE FEE
ALL PROCEEDS GO TO THE

SASKATCHEWAN AVIATION HISTORICAL SOCIETY
TO SUPPORT THE BUILDING OF THE

SASKATCHEWAN AVIATION MUSEUM
AND
LEARNING CENTER
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REGINA FLYING CLUB

The Regina Flying Club welcomes you to its
2016 Open House. Come see us and enjoy:





A Great Variety of Display Aircraft
Numerous Aviation Exhibits
Try A Flight Simulator
Airplane Rides Over the City
 Kids Photos And Other Activities
 British Commonwealth Air Training Plan-Vintage Aircraft—
75th Anniversary
Event Sponsor:

Proceeds donated to: Mother Theresa Middle School of Regina

Sunday, June 26, 2016
10:00 A.M. – 4:00 P.M.
Regina Flying Club Hangar – 2610 Airport Road

For More Information:Call 525-6194 or Email reginafly@sasktel.net
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